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Hello Builders,
Yes, a very Happy New Year to all of you. Most of us see this time of
year as a chance to make needed decisive change’s in our lives. Change’s,
which would most likely affect our lives’ for the better. Some make simple
changes like cutting back on coffee or sweets, etc. Others tackle more serious
challenges like giving up smoking or drinking.
Referred to as, New Years Resolutions, these promises to ourselves or
family will often fall short of success. Not always because of neglect or
unwillingness but simply because we tend to fall back into old routines or
habits even if we know better.
HCR building can also fall short of success. Other hobbies,
distractions and sometimes just lack of funds, can diminish the desire to
complete that HCR Project. When making this years resolutions, don’t forget
that half completed HCR project…It will bring a lot of happiness & fun times to
your life…
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Toon & Crossword
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OK, OK dear, the next HCR I build will
be large enough for both of us to ride!
Across
2. A device used to steer a HCR
3. Our carriages are known as _ _ _’s
4.To fabricate & assemble is to
Down
1. A tiller is used for
5. An HCR is a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (for
short)
Use the words in a sentence
Answers on Page 9
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Reflections
By
Larry Cook

Autumn is always a good time of the
year to enjoy fairs, tractor and old engine
shows, farming process exhibitions. Can't
help but enjoy it as I have a connection to
the past with a lot of this stuff. I can still
remember seeing a lot of this stuff when it
was new and enjoyed watching folks of my
Dad's era operate it.
I wonder a lot about our
children of today. Will they still
find this sort of stuff enjoyable to
look at and operate? And in a way
I can't help but feel sad for them
because they didn't experience
some of the things I did. Guess
that is just the way life is.
I do enjoy watching them
operate the little cars that we
cloned from Everett Moore's
plans, or a Jimmy Woods car.
Love seeing their smiles when
riding on Lee's full size Ford N or
Jim's full size Olds CDO.
Just maybe someday these kids
will be building their own
versions, I hope so.
Larry
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Terrific HCR Exposure
By
Gerry Hale

Around the first part of October, I was visiting with my friend and
neighbor, Billy Aldrich. Billy restores and builds vintage motorcycles and is
the founder and first chairman of “Riding into History”. An event that feature’s
charity rides, a biker's ball and a historic ride, which takes place at World Golf
Village near St. Augustine, Florida. He is also the founder and long time
president of the Atlantic Beach Vintage Motorcycle Club.
We were talking about his next show at the “Hilton Head Island,
Concours d'Elegance and Motoring Festival” in S.C., where he will be showing
two of his replicas. This is a two-day show on November 6 & 7. On 6 & 7 the
newest to the Motoring Festival lineup and unique to the Hilton Head Island
event, the Motoring Midway, an UN-judged event, offers a mix of days past
while showcasing the vehicles of today and the technologies of tomorrow.
With exhibits ranging from historic motorcycles to the newest in automotive
technology.
The Midway is a dynamic, interactive “trip” through the past,
present and future of powered vehicles. On Sunday the official Concours
d'Elegance competition day, will feature over 150 vintage cars and
motorcycles competing for the coveted top honors of “Best of Show and
People’s Choice”. All exhibited vehicles must go through an application
process and be accepted by the Concours d’Elegance Selection Committee. To
be considered, all cars must be 1972 and earlier and all motorcycles must be
1980 and earlier. Chevrolet will serve as the 2010 Honored Marque.
To my surprise Billy had a discussion about my Pie Wagon with
Dwight Edman who heads up the motorcycle part of the show, next thing I
know, Dwight emails me wanting some photos of the Pie Wagon, which I sent.
Next he emails me back telling me how much he likes the Pie Wagon and that
he has sent the photo’s on to Allen Fine who heads up “Life on the Farm” in
the Motoring Midway section of the show.
Allen sent me an email asking me to call him ASAP. I called him
and he asked me to be part of the “Life on the Farm” part of the event! Wow,
here my little Pie Wagon will be in a show as big as this one, I couldn’t believe
that THEY invited me.
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I was to be in a non-judged part of the show called "Life on the
Farm" that had old logging trucks, tractors & trucks among other stuff, it was
just a fun part of the show and I felt honored to be asked to participate.
They wanted some of the local farmers to come and sell some of
their items. A lady pie vendor who is a local & sells pies was to be in this
category, so they asked me what I thought about her setting up along side of
the Pie Wagon and I thought it was a great idea. She sold lots of pies and we
all had fun being set up together, really a fun weekend.

Here is a picture showing the area that I was in and also a couple of the "First
Class" show cars, way out of my class. I think we had more fun over in our
part of the show. It was a two day show and both days were just great, cold but
fun.

It was a ton of fun, great people and beautiful cars.
Gerry
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A Very Unique HCR Indeed
By

Lee Thevenet

Richard Huffman’s Quad at first glance would appear to be
another copy of Everett Moores popular carriage, only s t r e c h e d a bit to
accommodate another passenger. It is not until one probes a bit deeper
underneath that he finds that the chassis is not as Everett designed it.
The original frame of the ”Troy Built” rider mower Richard used
for his Quad’s power train was cleverly incorporated as part of the build,
creating a much stronger frame and saving valuable time and material in
fabricating brackets & the like.
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Between build sessions Richard made
use of his transport trailer for storage space. A
clever way to keep things together in one place.

Here is a view underneath this beautiful carriage. The muffler seen here is also
built by the owner as shown in the picture on the next page, it is a stainless
steel assembly that I know Richard would gladly share the specifications on if
contacted through the Yahoo HCR Group.
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Richard sent me the following list of specifications on his carriage
for those that are interested.
Tread width: front 35", rear 35", overall width @ fenders: front 39", rear 39"
Length overall: 86" length @ axle centers: 591/2"
Wheels
Front: 26" Worksman Cycle Co. with their standard bearings used in
the front wheels.
Rear: same wheels were used with their bearings in outside hub and a piece
of galvanized pipe split creating a 3/8"
gap when wielded to the
inside hub corresponding to the 3/8" keyway machined in the axles.
Mechanicals:
Retained on the 2005 42" TroyBuilt” Lawn Tractor frame with some
modifications to fit the modified Moore frame.
Transaxle:
Used the lawn tractor transaxle without modification, used Mr. Moore's hub
design for lengthening the rear axles.
Engine:
18hp B&S from the lawn tractor turned 180 on the lawn tractor frame to fit
under the seat. Throttle and hour meter
retained from lawn tractor.
Added a large electronics' pancake fan to aid cooling, used the light position
on the ignition to activate the fan.
Suspension:
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Mr. Moores design in the front none in the rear. Used Mr. Moore's designed
hubs to lengthen rear axles.
Fuel tank:
Used a tank and its snap in holder from a Snapper riding lawn mower, the
one that can be stored sitting on its rear. Perfect fit when using Mr. Moore's
dimensions for front end of body.
Battery:
Small automotive placed in the picnic basket under the rear seat, utilized the
wiring from the “Troy-Built”.
Miscellaneous:
Seat width 24". Leather straps used around the wheel hubs to keep them
bright. Lights are from Amish buggy, no they are not electrified. Horn was a
new one purchased from a su\pplier on line. Front seat bottom is hinged to
fold forward for engine, wiring, etc access.
Future plans:
Eliminate the rear hubs by machining full length axels. Fabricating a faux
Ford engine to be installed where the rear seat and battery are for car shows,
seat and battery to be used for parades. Build a working model of Henry's first
engine to be added to the display at shows.
I would like to thank Richard for sending in the information on this unique and
beautiful Quad build.
Lee

Build a tiller steering HCR
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The Pleasures of Winning with Something You Build
Yourself!
By
Luther C. Watkins

I would like to tell the membership about my CDO Replica and how
the build came to be. I was in a book store in Pigeon Forge about 40 years ago,
while working for Reliance Electric and found a book of antique autos. On one
of the pages, was a picture of a 1904 Curved Dash Oldsmobile and I fell in love
with it and just had to build myself one. For many years I tried to make my own
building plans for a CDO, but as hard as I tried, I was not pleased with them.
I was on the computer one day and saw that Lee Thevenet had plans
for the frame, axles and springs. I got very excited! A short time later I saw
where he also had plans for building a full sized CDO. VERY exciting! I had to
have the Plans CD. I got busy and ordered the plans. The Plans CD came in a
few days later and I started right away looking for things to do the build with.
The good Lord was with me in doing my build, because everything started to
fall into place.
At first, I could not find the motorcycle wheels that I wanted
anywhere around here. I finally located some at a Montana bike bone yard &
got a very good buy on a matched set, I was very happy. The buy consisted of
4 matched 21in. Honda XL-250 wheels with axels, bearings, tires and brakes all
for $200.00. The front springs are from a Jeep and the rear from a Ford. I
worked for a week building the springs. They go all the way from the front to
back. Thank you Lee for the work you are doing with the HCR Builders Group
& keep up the good work. Keep building and may GOD BLESS…
Luther
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A Picture from Times Past

Tool Time
At Your Local Harbor Freight Tool Store

Excellent buy, can be used for identifying individual carriage components
to ease re-assembly after painting…
Also available in 3/8” size letters…
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Re-printed From Engine & Wheels “Issue 64”
(Adjusted to fit the HCR News format)

In recent posts on the HCR Group Forum, there was conversation
pertaining to folding bow tops. This reminded me of an informative article by
David Hibbitts that first appeared in the Engine & Wheels Newsletter “Issue
64”.
For those members considering adding a top to their HCR, the article might be
helpful…Editor

An Economical Top for Your “Buggy”
By
David Hibbitts

The winter has settled into the mountains of South Eastern Kentucky
and has slowed outdoor activities considerably. Before the cold weather hit, I
managed to finish the last major project on my small car build; a new top.
There were discussions on the Internet forums about car tops and fittings last
year. The chrome fittings that were discussed were a little pricey for my frugal
blood; some prices were as high as $25 per fitting.
The ideals that were generated by this discussion though were
enough to get me interested in building my own top. I'm not a real stickler to
exact replication, I just wanted a top that would serve as a shade on those hot
sunny parade days, but still resembled those first folding bow tops found on
the early horseless carriages.
I used half inch (1/2") EMT electrical conduit for the frame. (No wood
bows are required) This conduit is, economically, found at Lowe's, Home
Depot or most any hardware or electrical supply store. The fittings were the
big challenge. After an exhaustive search of the Internet, I came upon this site
that sold folding bimini top parts for boats. ……http://www.iboats.com
Their selection includes stainless steel, chrome and black or white
nylon fittings in 3/4" and 7/8" sizes. The 3/4" fittings are for O.D. tubing, which
is a near exact fit for 1/2" I.D. EMT conduit. As I stated before, I was looking for
the cheap way out so I opted for the 3/4" black nylon fittings.
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The fittings worked great, I painted the conduit frame black and
purchased some simulated black leather material and for about $45 for all the
materials, I assembled my version of a folding bow top. The frame and fittings
are very light weight and can be installed or removed by one person. I hope
this will be of some help and/or inspiration for other builders to consider
adding a top to their creations.
I want to give a special thanks to James Peach for providing the
height dimensions and other ideals needed for a folding bow top, and as
always, thanks to you, Everett for being the pioneer, in providing an avenue of
communication through the world wide web for all us Henry Ford wannabes.
David Hibbitts
London, KY
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Last Minute E-Mail from Gerry Hale
(Other readers might be interested)
Hi Lee.
I made a pretty good find for "China Town" (HF) items. I was looking for a
sandblaster and after seeing HF "110 LB PRESURIZED ABRASIVE BLASTER
95014" I checked E-Bay and found the same item with the same item number
and I bought it for half price!!! I think they might be selling items that have
been returned but mine works great and they have lots of HF items. The name
of this outfit is empire_liquidators they aren’t the fastest shippers but the price
was good.
Merry Christmas
Gerry
Thanks Gerry, I have been planning to get one myself, I’ll check it out …Lee

NOTICE

Have you enjoyed the HCR Newsletters so far?
To keep bringing you this Newsletter
I need your help!
I need member submitted news, stories, pictures &
“For Sale and Wanted Listings”.
Let me know what you like or don’t like about the Newsletter.
Help me make it better for you & more informative for all…
You may send information by regular mail or E-Mail. Photographs
sent by regular mail & will be returned after scanning, if self
addressed / stamped envelope is included.
If a digital camera is used, just E-Mail everything as a digital file…
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In Closing

From the Editor
(repeated from last Newsletter)

A "Group" is often & understandably referred to as a "Club” & it is not. A Club
collect dues, whereas “Group’s” do not; what we have is free to all. Yahoo
Group’s do promote good fellowship, but can not be supported by only a few
loyal members. It takes many caring & devoted members to make it last.
We have in our ranks many loyal members. We need more of the
caring & devoted kind. Pitch in and help answer questions asked by new
members. Remember, they have joined to learn from all of us. No question is a
“dumb question”.
For the member asking, it may just be the decisive point in staying a
member or unsubscribing from the group. Let’s make 2011 better for all of the
HCR Builders…

To all the Horseless Carriage Replica Builders, readers & contributors of the
HCR News, my wife Elaine & I would like to wish all of you ….
MERRY CHRISTMAS & HAPPY NEW YEARS!
Lee Thevenet
Editor/Publisher
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